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ABSTRACT

The world has undergone rapid changes for the past two or three decades due to

technological advances. Banks in the industry are in a stiff competition with each

other to gain a greater slice of the market share, and with the globalization effect

banks are finding it difficult to meet the high growth of customer expectations.

Banks have realized that the magical formula for attaining success in such a

competitive environment is to enhance its’ relationship with customers leading to

customer loyalty and retention.

Customer Relationship Management involves organizing activities around the sole

customer which can ensure differentiation at each point of sales by creating a unique

customer experience. But in reality since the word customer is associated with CRM,

many banks are under the misconception that they secure competitiveness by

implementing CRM. As such the main objective behind this study is to analyze the

contribution of CRM in the performance of the banks in Tanzania. To achieve this

objective, the research design will consist of both exploratory and descriptive

research. Different aspects with regards to CRM in the banking sector have been

extracted from literature review and tested on a sample size of 50 employees and 50

customers. Research

Findings were discussed and analyzed so as to get an indication of how far CRM is

strategically implanted to secure sustainable bank performance or it’s just as an old

wine in a new bottle concept. Based on the findings, a set of recommendations has

been made so as to pinpoint how CRM can be used to improve banks performances

in the sector. Finally a model has proposed a layout for specific issues which banks

have to address so that CRM can be used as an integrated approach to enhance

performance of a particular bank in the banking industry.
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CHAPTER ONE

OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

1.0 Introduction

This chapter contains background of the study, statement of the problem, research

objectives of the study, research questions, and scope of the study, limitation of the

study as well as significance of the study.

1.1 Background of the Study

The Commercial Banks and Financial Institutions like any other organization are

always in battle to gain a greater slice of the market share as with the advent of

globalization, banks are finding it increasingly difficult to meet the ever growing

expectations of customers.

In order to boost their economic position banks are increasingly looking at ways of

achieving organic growth through acquisition of new customers and retaining

existing customers. One of the approaches used in creating the sustainability in the

banking sector is Customer Relationship Management (CRM) for which Financial

Institutions and Commercial Banks are realizing that the magical formula for

attaining success in such a competitive environment is to focus on maintaining

relationship with customers, leading to customer loyalty and retention.

Fundamentally, a customer relationship management (CRM) solution provides the

strategy and the implementation support needed to deliver the right products or

services, together with the necessary service quality, to meet the expectations of the

most valuable customers. CRM links existing corporate capabilities and fills in the

missing elements to move organizations from a line of business-dominated state to a

truly customer-centered environment.

The customer relationship management involves organizing activities around the sole

customer which can ensure differentiation at each point of sales by creating a unique
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customer experience. This will result into increased sales or revenue from individual

customer and hence maximization of shareholders’ wealth.

As such the main objective behind this study is to examine the contribution of

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) in the performance of NBC Ltd. To

achieve this objective, the researcher will study different aspects of CRM practices as

adopted in banking sector by reviewing information obtained from respondents

selected from employeesand customers of the bank. These results will be discussed

and analyzed so as to find out how far CRM is strategically implanted to enhance

bank performancein the banking sector.

From the findings, a recommendation will be given on the relationship between the

Customer Relationship Management as an independent variable and the performance

of National Bank of Commerce Ltd as dependent variable.

In a modern world of banking, the customer is the center of every single activity of

the bank. The customers expect to have instant personalized and private services at

the counters as well as getting the detailed and special products. This was not easily

attained in the previous banking era however the banking world has well grown in

terms of innovation, creativity and technology.

Customer Relationship Management has been one of the most talked subjects

recently in corporate circles. It is a strategy used to learn more about customers’

needs and behaviors in order to develop stronger relationships with them. Over all

good customer relationships are at the heart of business success.

Customer Relationship Management has been a core concept which has attracted all

facets of business. Customer Relation Management has relevant and demanding

applications in service marketing. Banking and financial services have also not been

an exception to this phenomenon. CRM in the field of retail banking has attracted

much of researchers and practitioners. There has been continuous research in the

field of CRM and its applications in banking and financial services.
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Father of Modern Management (Drucker, 1992) has been continuously insisting that

“A business exists to create a customer “but in reality banks are yet to find a fit

between business activities and customer needs. What is noticeable is that banks are

using promotions to attract customers but nothing is done strategically to retain these

customers. One of the approaches that most banks are jumping through is the

adoption of customer relationship management (CRM) to allow better slice of

customer data.

For effective relationship management it is necessary for a company to not only hold

onto their standpoints but also try to understand why it is beneficial for a customer to

establish a long term relation. Customer always cares primarily about satisfaction of

his needs. If a company wants to establish mutual long-term relationship it must offer

him something extra, some “reward” that will give him the desired value. The

success rate of company being able to satisfy this desired value represents the quality

of CRM. One hundred percent success rate is rarely achieved. However if the success

rate in “rewarding” is acceptable then the customer continues in the relationship

(makes further purchases).

Thus in enhancing bank’s performance it needs to understand the customers and

their needs, preferences and behaviors, the bank employees need to maintain strong

customer relationship.

Most of the organizations have to maintain their CRM through the segregation of

high value current customers, fulfillments of the customer’s grievances, special

attention to most valuable customers, redressal of grievances are accelerated,

periodic evaluation of customer needs and to organize the permanent customer

program regularly.

1.2 Statement of the Problem

Examining and assessing the contribution of Customer Relationship Managementin

performance of banks in Tanzania involves many issues, including the use of unique

processes and solutions. To be successful with CRM, financial and banking
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organizations must define and develop a business strategy as well as a supporting

infrastructure for that strategy.

Increased competition, new technologies and shift in power from the provider to

customer have produced unrelenting pressure on financial services institution. Today

customers are expecting more individual attention, responsiveness; customization

and access yet are not willing to pay a premium for these services. Higher customer

expectation and lower exit barriers threaten to increase customer attrition.

These market forces point to one overwhelming strategic imperative, Customer

focused strategy. A customer focused strategy requires CRM solutions that can

access back office systems and translate operational data into actionable insight to

proactively serving customers.

The unrelenting competitive forces of the last few years in intensifying as financial

institutions/ banks continue to expand their reach into new products, geographies and

customer segmenting. Besides traditional banking business banks are engaging in

every business opportunity that a financial institution can engage in.

The only distinct lines separating the banking operation and securities industry are

quickly disappearing; the traditional geographic and product line barriers have

eroded by deregulation, technology and new entrants.

Increasing competition, deregulation and new entrants have all contributed to the

increase in customer power. Technology has reduced customer barriers to exit,

making it easier to change banks. Retaining customer relationships and make better

use of customer information across the enterprises customer intelligence translated

into effective action is a key ‘Customer relationship focus’ is not  simply a marketing

catch phrases it is a strategic imperative.

Banking Institutions incapable of acting an insight from a multidimensional customer

view, risk rapid erosion of their customer base to competitors who can aggressively
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increase market share. True customer focus requires moving from a product centric

view of customers to a complete customer centric view of all holdings, products,

history and relationship with other customers. Only such multidimensional view

enables firms to identify high value customers and develop the appropriate action

plans to resolve customer issues and cross selling other products.

A complete transformation of business processes, customer intelligence and policies

is necessary for a multidimensional view of the customer. The full integration of

these systems and their associated business process forms the basis for CRM. The

goal of CRM is to enable companies to maximize the profitability of every customer

relationships.Role of CRM in banking sector requires customer relationship manager

to increase customer value by using some analytical methods in CRM application.

CRM is a sound business strategy to identify the banks most profitable customers

and prospects and devotes time and attention to expanding according relationship

with those customers through individual marketing, reprising, discretionary decision

making and customized service, all delivered through various sales channels that

bank uses. To most of customers buying decisions or choosing the service provider

are not only based simply on the quality of the product or service but with the

relationship they have with the company.

Banking industry has gone through many changes, privatization to nationalization

and back to privatization with the international players on one hand and the other

hand accepting deposits and giving advances to expanding services to wide variety of

products. It is the responsibility of the banks to provide what they need so that they

can do their job properly. In today’s world, we do business with individuals or

groups with whom we may never meet and hence much less known in person to

person sense. The Customer Relationship Management is about creating the feel of

comfort in this high technological advanced environment.

This paper focuses on the contribution of Customer Relationship Management in

performance of the bank in Tanzania. National Bank of Commerce Ltd is used as
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case study taking consideration of its existence in the banking sector over a period of

47 years with 52 well networked Branches located countrywide.

1.3 Research Questions.

This study’s major question is How CRM contribute to the performance of National

Bank of Commerce (NBC Ltd), that:

(i.) How the Customer Relationship Management contribute to bank performance

in Tanzania banking industry?

(ii.) How is CRM implemented throughout the product value chain?

(iii.) How the CRM impact on the retention and royalty of the customers to the

bank?

(iv.) Do Banks with and without CRM strategies differ in their performance?

1.4 Objective of the Study

In order for researcher to fulfill his study the following general and specific

objectives

1.4.1 General Objective of the Study

The role played by Customer Relationship Management in enhancing bank

performance in National Bank of Commerce Ltd.

1.4.2 Specific Objectives of Study

(i.) To examine the awareness of Customer Relationship Management

toboth employees and customers of the bank.

(ii.) To find out the level of Management Commitment as well as

strategies and channels employed by the bank in implementing the

Customer Relationship Management in the Bank.

(iii.) To examine significant factors affecting the implementation of

Customer Relationship Management in the bank.
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1.5 Scope, Significance and Rationale of the Study

The study will be carried out at the NBC Bank Limited at its four branches namely

Corporate Branch, KichweleBranch, Kinondoni branch and Head Officerespectively.

The branches are based in Ilala and Kinondoni Municipalities in Dar es Salaam

Region and also the selection involve biggest branches to smallest branches.Within

NBC Limited Corporate Branch falls under bank’s biggest branches while Kichwele

falls under Medium Branches and Kinondoni falls under Small Branches.

The choice of the study area is based on the fact that National Bank of Commerce is

among financial institutions which implement customer relationship management

with an independent unit within the organization and the employees are practitioners

of the day to day activities within it.

Data was collected from the employees and customers at these branches. Therefore,

the area of study chosen is the key players of the company’s development in the

industry as well as improving performance against other banks and financial

institutions operating in the same industry.

The study findings served as a guideline and contribution by adding knowledge to

the existing body of knowledge on roles and importance of the customer relationship

management in enhancing performance of the bank in banking industry; in addition,

the study is considered useful to improve company policies in organizations other

than financial institutions to ensure that they have an effective relationship

management which leads to customer satisfaction both small and medium customers

as well as the overall organizational commitment. However, this research expresses

itself by being a helpful tool for banks and bankers to direct their efforts in customer

relationship management in order to win big market share and competitive

advantages in general.

Further to the above, the research willserve as commitment which may be used by

other future researchers of the same topic.  Finally, the study is a partial
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fulfillmentofthe requirements for the award of Masters of Science in Accounting and

Finance at the Mzumbe University, Dar es Salaam Campus.

1.6 Limitations of the Study

The researcher faced with some barriers during the study. These are the factors that

were beyond the researcher power and abilities and they include the following:

(i.) Inadequacy of funds to finance research activities is one of the limitation

faced the researcher.  The study required sufficient amount of money to meet

day today routines of the study like food and refreshments, transportation,

stationeries, and computer services, photocopying and binding.The whole

task has been financed by the researcher from own funds which was not

sufficient enough for every steps and activity during the research work.

(ii.) Duration scheduled to accomplish the work is not enough hence taking

consideration of the scope of study and nature of the organization in terms of

time availability, affected the researcher’s ability of exploring and contacting

many respondent as possible.

(iii.) Moreover, the researcher faced with insufficient cooperationfrom employees

and customers since respondents in the financial institutions are always busy

hence having short time of responding.

(iv.) The banking and financial institutions are the entities which protect and

prohibit disclosures of various information and hence this acted as a

limitation towards exploring and accessing various information from the

organization.

1.7 Delimitation

In consideration of the above limitations such as insufficient funds, time scheduled

and limitation on the accessibility of information, the researcher managed to utilize

few resources obtained effectively.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.0 Introduction

This chapter contains three parts which are theoretical literature andempirical

literature review, conceptual framework and model of the study.In theoretical

literature review we saw different theories related to CRM likewise in Empirical

reviewwe discussed on the current practices of the CRM in the banks and particularly

Tanzanian banks.

2.1 Theoretical Literature Review

Customer Relationship Management (CRM)

In literature, CRM is defined differentlyand the main difference among these

definitions is technological and relationship aspects of CRM. Some authors from

marketing background emphasize technological side of CRM while the others

consider IT perspective of CRM. For instance from marketing aspect, CRM is

defined by (Coldwell 1998) as “a combination of business process and technology

that seeks to understand a company’s customers from the perspective of who they

are, what they do, and what they are like” while in technological aspect the definition

of CRM was given by Peppers and Rogers (1995) as “the market place of the future

is undergoing a technology-driven metamorphosis”. Thus, IT and marketing

departments must work closely to implement CRM efficiently.

The implementation of CRM in banking sector was considered by (Mihelis et al.

2001). They focused on the evaluation of the critical satisfaction dimensions and the

determination of customer groups with distinctive preferences and expectations in

the private bank sector.

Arvind Singh (2004) in his article argues that the truly most productive and

desirables assets are not buildings and fixtures but a profitable customer base. He

states that enhanced customer relationship implies taking customer service and
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associated profitability to new heights by increasingly interactive banking and client

links. He alsosuggested that banks globally must consider themselves as innovative

solution providers satisfying the customer rather than just a product driven or a profit

driven distribution.

Buttle (2009, p. 22) wrote: “CRM is the core business strategy that integrates internal

processes and functions, and external networks, to create and deliver value to

targeted customers at a profit. It is grounded on high quality customer-related data

and enabled by information technology.”

Newer definitions understand CRM as a broader term, For instance Peelen (2005, p.

6) states: “CRM is to be regarded as a business strategy that is aimed towards

developing long-term, mutually profitable, individual customer-supplier relationships

and is placed on an IT infrastructure to be developed, one that enables well-defined

and controlled processes, and places capable personnel in a position to function

optimally.”

Many authors agree to CRM being an important business strategy, for example

Buttle (2009,Pg. 22) wrote: “CRM is the core business strategy that integrates

internal processes and functions, and external networks, to create and deliver value to

targeted customers at a profit. It is grounded on high quality customer-related data

and enabled by information technology.”

Some authors likeTomek and Vávrová (2012, p. 157) concluded that for successful

CRM a company does not need anything else than every employee having customer

as their primary target. Other researchers conclude as well that CRM should be

mainly perceived as a philosophy of a company and not just a computer programme.

As markets become increasingly competitive, the development of relationships that

can be maintained in the face of the many inducements to switch service providers;

this is seen as a method of creating a sustainable competitive advantage. This holds

true also for service industries, where competitive moves are often quickly emulated
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by competitors (Swartz &Iacobucci, 2000:317). Many professional services,

including law, consulting, banking and advertising services, are rated and rewarded

by the client relationships they manage (Swartz &Iacobucci, 2000:323). Therefore,

their relationships with clients are vitally important for service firms.

A relationship with a client may be conceived as comprising two stages: firstly,

attracting the client and, secondly, building and managing the relationship over time

so that the economic and social objectives of both parties are achieved. The first

phase of “attracting”, “establishing” or “creating”, entails customer relationship

marketing that centers on developing or establishing a continuous or long term

relationship between a service provider and a client, for their mutual benefit (Swartz

&Iacobucci, 2000:320,322). Relationship marketing is viewed as building

relationships and networks and ensuring interaction (Baker, 2003:33).

The second phase, during which the service provider attempts to maintain and

enhance relationships and retain the clients, is customer relationship management

(Swartz &Iacobucci, 2000:322). The CRM concept suggests that a firm should rather

focus on maintaining relationships with its markets (Payne, Christopher, Clark &

Peck, 1995:4).

In recent years, CRM has emerged as a top commercial priority. CRM is not simply a

method used by leading firms to gain a competitive advantage: it has become a

necessity for their survival (Buttle, 2004:1). The focus is increasingly on CRM, with

the dominant business environment evolving from a production orientation to a

marketing orientation.

While, in the past, firms focused on increasing profits by reducing production costs,

they have adopted a sales orientation, in terms of which the main objective is

increasing profits through increasing sales volume.

Previously, firms were expected to identify client needs and provide value to clients.

Presently, firms focus on satisfying client needs, at a profit. This requires that the
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focus of the entire firm must be on identifying and meeting client needs. With CRM,

the client helps the firm to provide the benefit bundle that the client values. Value is

thus created with clients, not for them (Gordon, 1998:9). The overall provision of

service delivery can thus be customized for the individual client, according to his/her

needs. More specifically, CRM can be regarded as a core business strategy that

integrates internal processes and functions, and external networks, to create and

deliver value to targeted clients, at a profit (Buttle, 2004:34). According to Gordon

(1998:9), it is an ongoing process of identifying and creating new value with clients

and then sharing the benefits from this over a lifetime of association.

Recent studies based in Kenya on Customer Relationship Management, Relationship

Marketing, Organizational Competitiveness, Marketing productivity and

organization factors,  J. K. Thuo,  F.N Kib, P.O. K’Obonyoand G. Wainaina,

suggested that, ‘Customer Relationship Management (CRM), which also referred to

as Relationship Marketing, is heralded by some marketing academics and

practitioners as the new paradigm of marketing. However, despite the intense growth

in the adoption of CRM practices by organizations all over the world and the widely

accepted conceptual underpinnings of CRM strategy, conflicting opinions and

increased pessimism about the effectiveness of CRM strategy abound the marketing

literature.

To this effect, scholars have called for more rigorous studies to establish the

usefulness of CRM as a strategic orientation. In their studies they found statistically

significant positive linear relationships between CRM practices and organizational

competitiveness. They also established that the relationships between CRM practices

and marketing productivity, marketing productivity and organizational

competitiveness, organizational factors and marketing productivity and the

moderating role of organizational factors on the relationship between CRM practices

and marketing productivity are all significant. However, the relationship between

organizational factors and organizational competitiveness was found not statistically

significant.
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The overall conclusion of the study was that organizational competitiveness is not

significantly influenced by the mere existence of a range of organizational factors

within the firm such as age, size, and ownership structure, type of customers served,

corporate reputation, and duration of CRM implementation or even technology level.

Rather, organizational competitiveness is achieved through appropriate CRM

practices and marketing productivity. Nonetheless, organizational factors positively

enhance the relationship between CRM practices and marketing productivity thus

indirectly influences organizational competitiveness. The results of the study have

significant managerial and theoretical implications.

Atiwoto, 2012 conducted a study on the practice of Relationship Marketing and

Customer Retention in the BankingIndustry in Ghana. The findings of the study

showed that indeed, all the banks have reasons for adopting relationship marketing in

customer retention. The most popular reason for believing in the success of

relationship marketing is customer retention. On practice, even though all the banks

are similar in terms of their capacity, human behavior influence relationship

marketing and therefore bring differences in practices.

The study further revealed that banks apply relationship marketing in their customer

retention efforts and all work towards retaining customers in order to make profit as

it is more profitable toretain existing customers than to acquire new customers.

As human behavior is of greatimportance in relationship marketing activities of the

banks, it was recommended amongother things that banks staff training plan should

be strengthened if they want success in theirrelationship marketing activities.

Rootman, in 2013, conducted a study in South Africa on customer relationship

management (CRM) and service quality of the banks. The study revolves around the

customer relationship management and service quality of banks. Service firms,

including banks, are vitally important to the economy of any country, as they

contribute to its Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and employment rate.However, to

survive in a complex, competitive business environment, service firms are required
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to focus on their clients’ needs. Specifically, banks can focus on their relationships

with clients and levels of service quality.

In his study, Rootman revealed that significant positive relationships exist between

both the knowledge ability, and attitude, of bank employees and a bank’s CRM.

These relationships imply that more extensive knowledge ability of bank employees

and bank employees with more positive attitudes lead to improved, maintained

relationships between a bank and its clients.

Further to that, the study found that CRM positively influences the service quality of

banks which implies that that if a bank successfully maintains relationships with its

clients, the bank’s level of perceived service quality would increase.

On the other side of the bank performance, this can be well defined basing on how

competitive is the bank in relation to other financial institutions and banks operating

in the same industry. A competitive advantage is defined as an advantage that a firm

has over its competitors, allowing it to generate greater sales or margins and/or retain

more customers than its competitors.

There can be many types of competitive advantages including the firm's cost

structure, product offerings, distribution network and customer support.It is from

these advantages that a bank is having an edge over its rivals and an ability to

generate greater value for the firm and its shareholders. The more sustainable

competitive advantage is, the more difficult it is for competitors to neutralize the

advantage.

According to Porter (1985) “Competitive advantage grows out of value a firm is able

to create for its buyers that exceeds the firm's cost of creating it.  Value is what

buyers are willing to pay, and superior value stems from offering lower prices than

competitors for equivalent benefits or providing unique benefits that more than offset

a higher price.  There are two basic types of competitive advantage: cost leadership

and differentiation”.
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2.2 Empirical Literature Review

Banks in Tanzania has traditionally operated in a relatively stable environment for

decades. However, today, the industry is facing an aggressive competition and banks

have lost a substantial proportion of their domestic business to essentially non-bank

competition. Fighting competition is very important for the sustainability and

ultimate survival of the banks.

Customers of the banks have also changed in recent years as they are more

knowledgeable, sophisticated, and assertive. They demand higher levels of customer

service, are less loyal, and more inclined to switch to a competitor. Modern

customers require flexibility in hours of operation, greater convenience,

customization, transparency, accessibility, and control.

Banks competition in attracting new customers is very high and at the same time

customer defection rates are higher than ever because of increased market

competition. With presence of many different financial institutions to choose

from,customers can now demand better quality services and more customized

products from their banks. In this consumer economy, attracting and crucially

keeping customers for the long term is a key challenge for all businesses.

Recent studies conducted in the banking sector revealed that, convenience of

location, price, recommendations from others and advertising are not important

selection criteria for banks. From customers’   point of view, important criteria are:

account and transaction accuracy and carefulness, efficiency in correcting mistakes,

quick in decision making and friendliness as well as helpfulness of personnel. Thus,

CRM, high-quality attributes of the product or service and differentiation proved to

be the most important factors for customers.  Banks with CRMare able to focus on

profitable clients through efficient segmentation according to individual behavior.

Information about ‘who buys what and how much’ enabled the bank to have a

commercial approach based on the client and not solely on the product. Thus, the

bank will be able to satisfy and retain its customers over long period of time.
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During the early 1990’s the banking operations and processes in Tanzania were too

manual with low quality of services and hence low customer’s satisfaction. The

banking industry was monopolized with few Government owned banks with low

competition.

Following privatization and reformation of the banking sector by allowing private

banks and financial institutions to enter into the market, the quality of services have

improved as a result of strong competition.

Banks have heavily invested in technologies toimprove efficiency, reduce the

turnaround times and long queues in the banking halls, banks has introduce the use of

ATM (Automated Teller Machines), internet banking, POS, Debit and credit cards,

mobile ATM’s vehicles, and recently mobile banking technology (where customers

can transfer funds from their bank accounts wherever they are without attending to

bank branches) with aims of enhancing the quality of services, customers’

satisfaction and retention.

The development of mobile banking and internet banking in the banks have

improved the customer services and customers’ satisfaction as it has provided the

better solution to long queues in the banking halls. The new technology has made it

easier for customers to deposit, withdraw or transferring the funds from one account

to another without visiting bank branches for the same.

The customer of today are very advanced in terms of knowledge and hence they are

keeping on demand for more and better services as provided by the banking

institution in the developed markets in Europe and America. Thus the solution for

this is to provide a world class services to the customers, the banks should stretch

themselves and do what customers wants instead of doing what the banks themselves

want to do.

Information technology plays an important role in the concept of CRM. Without its

smooth function the modern CRM would be unimaginable. But it is not only the
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technology that is important. Banks and Financial Institutions must be willing and

able to adopt the whole philosophy which puts the 85% of the main focus on the

customer. It must adopt the strategy focused on establishing and supporting long-

term relationshipwith customers. Failure in following this philosophy and strategy

leads to a failure of whole CRM implementation.

Customer Relationship Management lays the foundation for business organizations

to understand better customer needs; build valued, long-term relationships; manage

profitability at the customer level; contain ancillary and unnecessary costs; improve

product and service branding and customer allegiance; implement cost-effective and

efficient management and operational processes; and collect and effectively use

information to achieve a more holistic view of the customer.

The absence of reliable credit reference systems to identify risk customers in the

market is a big challenge to banking operations in Tanzania. Most of the banks and

financial institutions in Tanzania price their products and services highly due to lack

of reliable information about customers in the market and the risk associated by

them. For instance interest rates applied in many credit facilities is too high (i.e. 18%

p.a. to 30% p.a.), the same will be highly reduced if there were enough information

about customers in the banking sector.

The Bank of Tanzania has recently licensed few companies to process the customers’

information and provide to the commercial banks so that they can be used while

assessing the credit worthiness of the customers. It is hoped that with the help of

credit reference bureaus the credit risks will be reduced and hence reduction in price

of credit facilities which in turn will attract new customers to the banks.

The banking industry of Tanzania comprises of banks and financial institutions of

which most of them are the subsidiaries of the group of companies operating

worldwide. A good example can be NBC Bank, NMB Bank, Standard Chartered

Bank, Bank of Baroda, Bank of Africa, ECO Bank, Barclays bank, Stanbic bank and

many others. The banks are characterized with slow decision making since most of
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the customers’ requests especially loans and credits application have to be approved

by the Group or Regional Administrative Offices. This is affecting the CRM and

retention strategies very much as the turnaround times for the services is always high

and hence poor customers’ satisfaction.

In the edge of competition, the banks should develop and create the products that suit

the individuality of customers. The customers should not be considered or treated in

a common ways used by the other banks. The products should be customized to meet

the interests and individual needs of the customers. In a current banking environment

is possible for the customer to come and request a credit or any banking product at

his or her own criterion.

Banks are required to be flexible enough in assessing the customer’s needs in a WIN

to WIN situation.The bankingsector is in the era of strategic positioning. To succeed

in this new era, banks have to deliver something unique, but most banks do what

others do,the worst thing that banks do is tocompete with each other on the same

types of products, services as well as strategies and in this way the competition

isalways becomes a destructive arms race. Strategy, is striving to be unique, which

required choices.

Most of the banks in Tanzania are not flexible enough to accommodate customers’

demands. The bank failure to consider the interests of the customers may lead to

customers’ attrition which has bad impact to the performance of the particular bank

in the industry.

“The customer is always right" is a motto or slogan which exhorts service staff to

give a high priority to customer satisfaction. It was popularized by pioneering and

successful retailers such as Harry Gordon Selfridge, John Wanamaker and Marshall

Field. They advocated that customer complaints should be treated seriously so that

they should not feel cheated or deceived. The banks employees must have good level

of understanding and knowledge of how to interact and treat customers in the banks.

Employees should know the products and services at their fingertips and for the

customers to have adequate information about the products and make right decisions.
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Today, building a competitive advantage is based on how well a bank serves its’

customer, CRM is differentiation strategy that banks can use to acquire, grow

andretain profitable customer relationships, with the goal of creating a

sustainablecompetitive advantage.

Banks are applying customer intimacy focus on knowing the customer and building

closerelationships with these customers. CRM is often solely related to the

customerintimacy value discipline.

If CRM is embedded in a customer intimacy strategy, then CRM will be relationship-

oriented. Firms embedding CRM in an operationalexcellence strategy focus on cost-

reductions and raising the quality of the customer interaction process through process

improvements.

2.3 Conceptual Framework

Under this study involvedthree types of variables which are Intervening variables,

Independent variable and dependent variable.Intervening variables are the

hypothetical internal state that is used to explain existing relationship between

independent and dependent variables. The variables facilitate better understanding

the relationship between key variables. They are normally caused by the independent

variables and affect or have impact to dependent variables.

In this study, the intervening variables include the two way communication, attitude,

Employees knowledge and skills as well as customer’s habits and organization

culture.

Independent variable is the variable that we have control over it, the variable that we

can manipulate make some changes to gain the required results. For the particular

study we are carrying the independent variable will be the Customer Relationship

Management.Dependent variables are those factors that are influenced as a result of

slight changes made on the independent variables. For the purpose of the particular

research, the dependent variable will be the Banking Performance in Tanzania.
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Figure 2.1: Conceptual Framework

Independent Variable                 Intervening variables                Dependent variables

Intervening Variables

Communication

Communication refers to the means through which information can be exchanged or

delivered from one area to another or from one group to another. For an organization

like bank it is not easy to run its operation without a well-organized means of

communication.Internally the organization needs to have a clearly downward and

upward communication to assist easily transmission of information to all working

groups. Likewise for externally, the Bank need to have a good and reliable means of

transmitting its messages to the customers as well as receiving the feedback from

customers over the products and services sold to them. Two-way communication that

reflects the degree of appropriate and sufficient communication from bank

management to clients, and vice versa, will be investigated.

Attitude

Attitude refers to a state of readiness or tendency to respond in a specific manner and

it normally consists of favorable or unfavorable judgments concerning objects,

people and situations (Robbins, 1998:140; Mullins, 1996:116). It determines a

person’s behavior in any given situation and forms the basis for a person’s

interpersonal relations.

Customer
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Management
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 Level of technology

 Efficiency
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Industry
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Since the personal attitudes are linked to perception, personality and motivation

(Gibson, Ivancevich& Donnelly, 1997:102,119). Therefore, attitudes determine the

reaction, response or behavior displayed by employees towards various aspects of

their jobs. The study will investigate the influence of the clients’ perceived attitude

of bank employees on a bank’s CRM.

Employees’ Knowledge and skills ability

This refers to level of insight that employees have regarding specific aspects,

products and/or services of their employer firm. Specifically employees may require

formal, academic knowledge and/or tactic knowledge.

Academic knowledge refers to the ability to remember formulas and information

while tactic knowledge is more practical and action-orientated in nature; a person

with extensive tacit knowledge knows “how to get things done” (Greenberg &

Baron, 2000:118). For example, in a banking institution, an employee’s knowledge

ability will depend on his/her insight into and ability to remember banking

procedures, policies, products and services. Also it will depend on his/her ability to

practically implement banking procedures and perform duties regarding banking

service delivery through the relevant banking systems. In this study, the influence of

banking employees’ knowledge ability, as perceived by clients, on the bank’s

customer relationship management will be investigated.

Efficiency:

Efficiency reflect the degree to which a task or activity is performed correctly. For

the bank efficiency in offering good services may be defined as the degree to which a

taskor activity for the clients of a bank is performed correctly or as desired. The

study will investigate the influence of the degree of perceived efficiency of banking

services on customer relationship management.

Research hypotheses:

The researcher has formulated number of null hypothesis to be tested during the data

collection and analysis as follows:
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Specifically, the null and alternative hypotheses are:

(a.) Relationships between the independent variables and the intervening

variables

(i.) There is no relationship between the perceived communicationand

Customer relationship management in banks.

(ii.) There exists a relationship between the perceived two-way

communicationandcustomer relationship managementin banks.

(iii.) There is no relationship between the employee’s attitudeandCustomer

Relationship Managementin banks.

(iv.) There exists a relationship between the perceived attitudes of bank

employeesand customer relationship managementin banks.

(v.) There is no relationship between the perceived knowledge abilityof

bankemployees andcustomer relationship managementin banks.

(vi.) There exists a relationship between the perceived knowledge abilityof

bankemployees and customer relationship managementin banks.

(vii.) There is no relationship between the perceived efficiency of banking

servicesand customer relationship managementin banks.

(viii.) There exists a relationship between the perceived efficiency of

banking servicesand customer relationship managementin banks.

(b.) Relationship between the Independent Variable (CRM) and the

Dependent variable (Bank Performance).

(i.) There is no relationship between CRMand the bank performance in

Tanzania.

(ii.) There exists a relationship between customer relationship

managementand the performance of the bank in Tanzania.
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CHAPTER THREE

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.0 Introduction

Historically, banking sector for the past fifty years has been enjoying a stable

environment due to monopolization of the industry by few banks. However

following privatization and sector reforms the industry has becomevery competitive

to operate in. Banks need to develop strategies in order to secure competitive

advantage. CRM is one of the approaches that is built around the customer and

provides banks with tools and techniques to build up this relationship and strengthen

the bond between the customer and the bank.

However as noticed in literature, CRM in banking sector is a bank philosophy which

focuses around the customer. Are banks really implementing it? Or they are just

making wrong use of the concept whereby its applicability is far from evident.

Bearing this in mind, the problem definition will be termed as Customer

Relationshipas an integrative approach in the banking sector. For the purpose of the

study, both exploratory and descriptive research has been used for accomplishment

of the aims and objectives of the study.

The methodology provides the scope and how the researcher conducted his study, a

guide for the data collection, analysis and interpretations of data which includes Type

of study, Study area, Population, Unit of Analysis, Variables and their

measurements, sample size and sampling techniques, types of data , its collection

methods as well as Data Analysis.

3.1 Type of the Study

The study at NBC LTD is aimed to bring a deep insight of how the application and

implementation of the Customer Relationship Management enhance bank

performance in the banking sectorand also be used to build up the literature review.
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This study were carried out as a Case study  as defined by Kothari (2007) who

defined a case study method as a technique by which an individual factor whether it

be an institution or just an episode in the life of an individual or a group is analyzed

in its relationship to any other in the group. Also, according to Young (1960) as

quoted by Kothari (2007) case study is a comprehensive study of a social unit be that

unit a person, a group, a social institution, a district or a community.

3.2 Study Area

The chosen topic and study in general fall under the field of Marketing. The research

is used for Partial fulfillment of the Award for Master’s Degree in Accounting and

Finance at Mzumbe University, thus the chosen area of study is relevant to the course

undertaken.

3.3 Study Population

The target population for this study wasconstitutedNBC bank employees and

customers for the specified branches and Head Office who are involved in the

implementation of the CRM in the bank to enhance its performance. The employees

included their difference in roles from top management of the bank to the junior level

while customers for different banking products were included.

3.4 Units of Inquiry / Analysis

The units of inquiry for this study were constituted the NBC Employees and

customers in Corporate Branch, Kichwele Branch, Victoria Branch and Head Office

in Dar es salaam City.

3.5 The Sample Size and Sampling Techniques

This study consisted of a sample size of 100 respondents, 50 of whom come from

Bank Employees of Corporate Branch, Kichwele Branch, Victoria Branch and Head

Office. The other 50 respondentsarethe bank’s customers who are receiving

financialservices from those specified branches and head office. The selected

samples and its techniques are summarized below.
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Table3.1: TheDistribution of Respondents

Branch/ Area Employees involved in the

implementation of CRM

Customers Receiving

Financial Services

Total

Corporate 15 20 35

Kichwele 8 15 23

Victoria 7 10 17

Head Office 20 5 25

Total 50 50 100

Source: Research Data (2014)

3.6 Types and Sources of Data

In conducting the study, the researcher applied various techniques for collection of

both primary data and secondary data. These techniques were employed by

researcher to get in depth information on application of customer relationship

management in Tanzania banking.

Secondary Data

Secondary data were obtained through reviewing documents. They involved review

of past, text books, journals, periodicals, and newspaper articles.

The researcher was also reading and revising the documents such as banks customer

experience manual, annual reports, monthly and quarterly report about Customer

Relationship Management.

Primary Data

Primary data are information collected specifically for the purpose of investigation

under the study .In collecting primary data; the researcher was used interviews and

questionnaires.

Interview

This was done through face-to-face interactions and contacts between researcher and

respondents. Both, structured and unstructured interviews were used by the

researcher and a total of fifty people were approached through interview. This

includes small and medium customers, staff in customer service and SME banking,
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customer experience manager and relationship manager. Interviewers were used to

collect primary data.

Questionnaires

Open-ended and closed questionnaires were employed so as to impress respondents

in expressing their views in relating matter.

The researcher used this method with a reason that, the replied answers were fully

obtained from respondent’s own words and information obtained tends to be free

from biasness. A total of twenty questionnaire forms were mailed to the specified

Branches waiting targeted respondents. This method, however, enabled the

researcher to get information from the respondents who might not spare time for

interview. However questionnaires also were used to get primary data, so as to get

insight to the topic.

3.7 Data Analysis Technique

After the data have been collected the researcher remained with the task of analyzing

them. The analysis of data required a number of closely related operations such as

establishment of the categories, the application of these categories to raw data

through coding, tabulation and then drawing static inferences (Kothari; 2005). The

researcher was summarized and edits the data to ensure that they are meaningful,

accurate and complete. The analysis was done both quantitatively and qualitatively.

The aim of qualitative analysis is to look at the process and the causes of action.

The technique also involved descriptions and explanation derived from the data.

Quantitative analysis was employed to the data from questionnaires and interviews.

The major tools used in this study were descriptions and the identification of

concepts. After that, data were categorized, tabulated and summarized in the form of

percentages. The data obtained through questionnaires was analyzed quantitatively

using descriptive statistics so as to explore the application of budgeting in

community initiated sub-projects.
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Descriptive statistics were involved describing and displaying results in form of

tables and bar charts with the aim of reducing the bulkiness of the data and make

them manageable. Computer programs like SPSS were used to obtain the final

findings.
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CHAPTER FOUR

DATA ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION OF THE FINDINGS

4.0 Introduction

Data Analysis means the computation of a certain measures along with searching

patterns of relationship among the group data, while interpretation referred as a

technique through which data are presented into meaningful from (Kothari, 2000).

In order to find the justifiable answers for the research questions, we have to pass

through this process of data analysis. Once the questionnaires or other measuring

instruments have been administered, Data collected must be systematically analyzed,

discussed and presented in a manner that they will bring meaningful information

from the study undertaken.

The findings were obtained through questionnaires administered to customers and

employees of NBC bank. A part from that, questionnaires was used to obtain

information from employees who are working with National Bank of Commerce and

others from NBC customers.  Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) was used

to analyze the whole data that were collected and Tables were generated to

summarize the information obtained as shown in this part.

The analysis was donein accordance to the research questions as follows;

(i.) To examine the awareness of Customer Relationship Management in both

bank employees and Customers.

(ii.) To find out the level of Management Commitment as well as strategies and

channels employed by the bank in implementing the Customer Relationship

Management in the Bank;

(iii.) To examine significant factors affecting the implementation of Customer

Relationship Management in the Bank.
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4.1 Demographic Profiles of Employee - Respondents

Demographic profiles of the respondents are very important in determining the

quality of responses received from them. The profiles information was including

their age, gender and education level. The questions were asked to respondents to

find the demographic information in respect of their age, gender and education level.

The responses obtained were summarized as per below tables.

Age and Gender of Customer- Respondents

Table4.1: Age and Genderof Customer- Respondents

Percentage of Male and Female Respondents

Age Male Percentage Female Percentage Total Percentage

20-29years 6 12.0 4 8.0 10 20.0

30-39 years 10 20.0 8 16.0 18 36.0

40-49 years 9 18.0 6 12.0 15 30.0

50-59 years 2 4.0 5 10.0 7 14.0

Total 27 54.0 23 46.0 50 100.0

Source: Research Data, 2014

Table 4.1aboveshowsthat 54 percent of customers involved in the study (27 people)

were male while 46 percent (23 customers) were female. This reflects good efforts

done by the government and private institution in promoting gender balance by

ensuring that women are empowered to participate in economic, social and political

activities.

On the other hand, the table shows that 20percent(10 people) of the customers

involved in the studywere aged between 20-29 years, 36percent (18 people) were

aged between 30-39 years, 30percent (15 people) were aged between 40-49 years

while the remaining 7 respondents (14 percent) their age were between 50-59 years.

In generally thedata revealed that about 80percentof the customers involved in the

study were aged between 30-59 years, which implies that they have enough

experience with financial services provided by NBC as well as other financial

institution.
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This argument is supported by (Parvatiyar and Jagdish, 2001)“The customer is at the

heart as the approach aims at putting customer first by shifting the role of marketing

from manipulating the customer to genuine customer involvement, communicating

and sharing the knowledge from their experiences”.

4.2 Age and Gender of Employee- Respondents

Table4.2: Age and Gender of Employees- Respondents

Gender

Age (Years) Male percentage Female Percentage Total Percentage

20-29 5 10.0 3 6.0 8 16.0

30-39 16 32.0 11 22.0 27 54.0

40-49 6 12.0 5 10.0 11 22.0

50-59 3 6.0 1 2.0 4 8.0

Total 30 60.0 20 40.0 50 100.0

Source: Research Data (2014)

Table4.2 above shows the employee- respondents by age group and gender. 60

percent (30 employees)weremale, while the rest 40 percent of the employees (20

employees) selected in the study were female. This implies that the effort towards

gender balance is showing good results as more women now are currently

participating in economic, social and political activities.

On the other hand, the table above shows the distributionofemployees in terms of age

groups where 16percent of the respondents were falling under the age group of 20-29

years, 54percentof the respondents (Employees) are betweenthe age group of 30-39

years, 22percent of respondentswere between the age group of 40-49 years while the

remaining 8 percent were between 50-59 years.

In general about 76percent of employees selected for this study, (38 Employees) their

age was between 30-59 years which implies that the study has employees who have

been working in the bank for quite a long time and hence have enough experiences in

delivering banking services to the customers.
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4.3 Respondents’ Education Level

During the study we were interested to know the level of education of both

respondent groups. This is due to the fact that the higher the education level the

higher the understanding of the CRM issues and hence good information could

collected from them. The question on the education status was asked to every

respondent and their responses are provided in the table 4.3 below.

Table4.3: Education level for Employees and Customers

Education level No of customers Percentage No of employees Percentage

Primary school 7 14.0 - -

Secondary level 9 18.0 - -

Undergraduate 20 40.0 30 60.0

Post graduates/Master degree 14 28.0 20 40.0

Total 50 100.0 50 100.0

Source: Research Data (2014)

Table4.3 above shows the education level of both employees and customers involved

in the study.

(i.) Customers’ Education Level

The analysis revealed that 14 percent of the customers responded to the study (7

customers) have Primary Level of Education, 18percent of customershave Secondary

level of education, 40 percent of the customers were having Undergraduate level of

education and the remaining 28 percent of the customers(20 customers) were having

Master Degree level of education.

Generally the data revealed that 68percent of the customers responded to the study

were having the University level of education, this implies that most of customers

have good level of education and hence good understanding and awareness of the

issue of CRM at NBC bank.
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(ii.) Employees’Education Level

On the other hand the data has also revealed that 60percent of employees responded

to the study were having Undergraduate Degree Level of Education while 20percent

of the employees responded were having Master’s Degree Level of Education, this

indicate that the bank has good and literate working team as per their level of

education.

4.4 CRM Awarenessin the Bank

As one of the area of interest in the study, the analysis revealed the level of the

awareness and importanceof CRM (Customer Relationship Management) by both

customers and employees respondents. The study questionedthe period of

services(Number of years for which the employees has been working at the

bank)ofemployees and the number of years that the customer has been availing

banking servicesat NBC Ltd, type of accounts or products and the awareness of

Employees and Customers in respect of Customer Relationship Management (CRM),

The following observation were obtained from the questions asked.

4.5 Yearof Experience as Employees of the Bank / Customer Relation with

Bank

Table4.4: Year of Experience as Employees of the Bank /Customer

Relationship with Bank

Years Employees working in

the bank

Customers’ relationship

with the bank

Years Employee percentage Customers Percentage Total Percentage

0- 5 3 6.0 10 20.0 13 26.0

6-10 32 64.0 15 30.0 47 94.0

11-20 12 24.0 20 40.0 32 64.0

21& above 3 6.0 5 10.0 8 16.0

Total 50 100.0 50 100.0 50 200.0

Source: Research Data (2014)
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Table 4.4 above shows the employees’years of working experiencee with the bank

and period during which customers were dealing with the bank.

(i.) Years of working experience with the bank.

The data above shows that 6 percent of employees have been working with the bank

for the period less than 5 years, 64 percent of the Employees ( 32 employees) have

been working with the bank for a period of 6-10 years, while 24 percent of the

employees have been working with the bank for more than 11 years but less than 20

years, and the remaining 6 percent (i.e. 3 employees) have been working with the

bank for 21 years and above. The analysis futher reveal that 94 percent of the

employees involved in the study (47 employees) have been working with the bank

for more than five years and hence it implies that the study sellected employees who

are experienced and had a fairly long period of provide relevant information relating

to CRM over the period of their term of employmentin the bank.

(ii.) Customers availing banking service -time period.

The data also revealed that 20 percent of the customers who responded to our

questions  (i.e. 10 customers) have been availing the banking services at the bank for

the perid less than 5 years, 30 percent of the customers have been availing for 6–10

years, 40 percent of the customers have been with the bank for 11-20 years while 10

percent have been availing the services for 20 years and above. The data further

reveal that about 80 percent of the customers involved in the study have been

enjoying banking services for more than five years  and hence they were in position

of sharing relevant information and experiences on the services and employees

attitudes over the years.
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4.6 Types of Products and Services Availed to Customers

Table 4.5: Type of Products and Services Availed to Customers

Type of accounts

Purpose Saving percentage Current Percentage Total Percentage

Personal 30 60.0 4 8.0 9 18.0

Business 11 22.0 27 54.0

Both 5 10.0 14 28.0

Total 30 60.0 20 40.0 50 100.0

Source: Research Data (2014)

During the study we also wanted to know more about customers in respect of the

type of products and services they are availed as well as the types of the accounts

they are maintaining at the bank. The  analysis revealed that 60 percent of the

customers were maintaining savings accounts  at NBC Bank Ltd while 40 percent of

the customers were maintainingcurrent accounts for different purposes including

personal, business and both personal and business.

The table above shows that 8 percent of the customers were maintaining current

accounts for personal use,  22 percent of the customers were maintaining current

accounts for business while 10 percent of the customers were maintaining the current

accounts for both business and personal use. Generally over 70 percent of the

customers were maintaining current and savings accounts for business purpose and

hence they are often attending the bank for various financial services.

4.7 Motivation of CRM in the Bank

While on study we were also interested in finding out from bank employees point of

view whether the bank policies are motivating CRM implementation at the bank.

Employees were questioned as whether the bank policies motivate implementation of

CRM and the following were their opinions.
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Table4.6: CRM Motivation at the Bank

Responses Frequency Percentage

Yes 41 82.0

No 6 12.0

Some how 3 6.0

Total 50 100.0

Source: Research Data (2014)

Table 4.6 above shows that 82 percent of the Employees (i.e. 41

employees)responded that the bank policies are primarily aimed promote and

motivate CRM implementation in the bank, 12percent of the employees responded

that existing bank policies do not promote and motivate CRM implementation at the

bank while 6 percent of the employees suggested that the policies are somehow

motivate CRM implementation in the bank.

Positive responses were received from senior managers who are well informed about

the CRM and they are well motivated to implement it. The Bank should provide

more training and influence junior employees to implement CRM strategies in the

bank.

4.8 CRM Awareness to Customers

In assessing customers awareness of CRM and its implementation in the bank, the

question was asked to customers to find out their understanding and evaluation of the

bank interms of the CRM. The response of customers were as per below table.

Table4.7: CRM Awareness to Customers

Responses Frequency Percentage

Aware 15 30.0

Not aware 32 64.0

Some how 3 6.0

Total 50 100.0

Source: Research Data (2014)
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Table4.7 above shows that 30percent of the customers were aware about the potential

importance of CRM as well as their valuable contributions they have to the bank, 60

percent responded that they are not aware of CRM and itsimplementation at the bank

while 6percentof customers responded that they have little awareness about

CRMattheBank.Generally from the data it implies that most of the customers were

not aware that the bank values their contribution in its growth and performance. The

bank should consider the improvement of the quality of services provided to the

customers and frequently take their opinions and work on it.

4.9 Measurement of the Customer’s Satisfaction at the Bank

The aim of the question was to find out whether the bank measures customers’

satisfaction for the services provided by the bank.

Measurement of the customers’ satisfaction is very important to the bank as it is the

only way that the Bank management can find out whether the products and services

of the bank meet the customers’ demand and satisfy their needs. The employees were

questioned and their responses are provided below.

Table 4.8: Measurement of Customer’s Satisfaction at the Bank

Responses Frequency Percentage

Yes 36 72.0

No 12 24.0

I don’t Know 2 4.0

Total 50 100.0

Source: Research Data (2014)

The Table 4.8 above shows the employees responses over measurement of the

customers’ satisfaction at the bank. Out of 50 employees responded to this question,

72 percent suggested that the bank is regularly gets feedback of the customers’

satisfaction to find out whether they are happy with bank’s products, 24percent of the

employees said that the bank is not doing regular measurement of the customers’
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satisfaction while 4 percent did not responded to the question. From the data we have

concluded that the bank is conducting regular survey of the satisfaction of customers

over the products and services rendered by the bank.

4.10 Employees’Motivation to Implement CRM at the Bank

During the study we were interested to find out whether the bank employees are well

motivated to implement customer relationship management at the bank. The

employees’ motivation can be in various ways including presence of good reward

and recognition scheme for those employees who went extra miles while serving

customers, improvement of salaries and employment benefits to the employees so

that they will spend their time and minds in serving the customers as well as presence

of good working environment which empower the employees towards serving the

customers. The employees selected in the study responded differently on whether

they are well motivated to implement CRM at the bank as provided by the table

below.

Table 4.9: Employees’ Motivation to Implement CRMatthe Bank

Responses Frequency Percentage

Yes 28 56.0

No 17 34.0

Somehow 5 10.0

Total 50 100.0

Source: Research Data (2014)

The Table4.9 above shows the feedback of employees concerning to their motivation

towards implementation of CRM in the bank. 66percent of the employees said that

they are well motivated to implement CRM within the bank, while 34percent of the

employees suggested that they are not well motivated to implement CRM in the

bank.This finding implies that NBC management play important role inmotivating

the Customers Relationship Management (CRM). The situation supported by
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Dohnal(2002) who suggested that an organization must adopt the strategy focused on

establishing and supporting long-term relationship with customers.

4.11 Customers’ Satisfaction Over the Turnaround Times (TAT)

The question was ideal developed to assess whether the customers are satisfied with

the existing turnaround times for the services provided by the bank. TAT refers to the

period for completing a process cycle and for the purpose of banking, it is the period

of which the customers spend before receiving the service or product. The customers

were asked whether they are happy with the turnaround time for banking services

and the following were their responses as summarized in the table below.

Table4.10: Customers’Satisfaction Over the Turnaround Times (TAT)

Responses Frequency Percentage

Yes 30 60.0

No 20 40.0

Total 50 100.0

Source: Research Data, 2014

From Table 4.10 above, Out of the total number of customers involved in the study,

60 percent of the customers responded that they are happy with the turnaround time

of the services they are receiving at the bank while 40 percent of the customers

suggested that they are not happy with the turnaround time.Although many

customers suggested that they happy with the TAT of the service, it is the right time

now for the bank to review it process flows to increase efficiency by reducing the

TAT as well as increasing quality of the services provided to the customers.

4.12 Employees’ Opinion over the Bank Performance

The question was developed to collect employees’ views over the performance of the

bank in the industry. The question is based on the fact that the bank with effective

implementation of CRM will always perform better in the industry compare to other

competitors. The employees’ feedback is summarized in the following table.
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Table4.11: Employees’ Opinion over the Bank Performance

Responses Frequency Percentage

Excellent 20 40.0

Good 15 30.0

Moderate 10 20.0

Poor 5 10.0

Total 50 100.0

Source: Research Data (2014)

Table 4.11 above shows theemployees responses over the performance of the bank in

the banking industry where40percent of the employees said the bank’s performances

in the industry is excellent, 30 percent of the employees said the performance is

good, while 20 percent of the employees suggested that it is moderate and 10 percent

said the performance is poor.In general, the data shows that the bank is performing

well in comparison to other banks and financial institutions in the banking industry.

4.13 The Attitude of Employees while Serving Customers at the Bank

During the study, we were also interested to find out how customers were treated

while waiting for the bank services, this is reflecting the attitude of the employees

over the customers while being availed with banking services. The customers’

responses are summarized in the table below.

Table4.12: Attitude of Employees While Serving Customers at the Bank

Responses Frequency Percentage

Yes 34 68.0

No 16 32.0

Total 50 100.0

Source: Research Data (2014)

From table 4.12 above, 68percent out of customers said that they are treated fairly

and their requests were handled without delays while 32 percent of the customers
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said that they were not treated well at the bank and they request were not timely

resolved.Thedata reveals that most of the customers were satisfied by the way bank

employees treated them and also their request were timely handled, however the

bank management should consider its internal procedures and processes to ensure

that the customers are not affected by them.

4.14 Rating of the Overall Services Provided by the Bank

Apart from acquiring customers’ opinion on the specific issues, we were also

interested in finding out the customers’ view on the overall services and products

provided by the National Bank of Commerce Ltd and hence it was important to have

the general opinion from the customers on the overall services of the bank. The

question was based on the fact that customers are normally receiving different

services while attending to the bank. The responses of the customers are summarized

in the Table 4.13 below.

Table 4.13: Ratingof Overall Services Provided by the Bank

Responses Frequency Percentage

Excellent 20 40.0

Average/ Moderate 22 44.0

Poor 8 16.0

Total 50 100.0

Source: Research Data (2014)

Table4.13above shows the customers’ opinion on the overall services provided by

the bank, it reflect to what customers have been observing and experiencing while

attending financial services at the bank.

20 customers out of 50 customers questioned  (40 percent) rated the overall services

of the bank to be excellent while 22 customers  (44 percent) rated the bank’s overall

services to a moderate or average level and 8 customers (16 percent)  suggested that

the overall services provided by the bank is poor.
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Generally, the data revealed that the overall services of the bank are rated at the

average or moderate level.This argument is supported by (Levine, 2000) that CRM is

the utilization of customer related information or knowledge to deliver relevant

products or services to customers. Thus CRM is a set of business processes which

focus on capture, retain and provide a good service to customers.

4.15 Commitment of Employees to Promote CRM in the Bank

The employees of the bank were asked if they are well committed to implement

CRM strategies in the bank. The responses from 50 employees are summarized in the

table below.

Table 4.15: Commitment of Employeesto promote CRM at the Bank

Responses
Frequency Percentage

Yes 30 60.0

No 20 40.0

Total 50 100.0

Source: Research Data (2014)

Table4.14 above shows theresponses of the employees over their commitment to

promote Customers Relationship Management in the bank where 60 percent of

employees said that they are well committed themselves to ensure that Customer

Relationship Management is promoted and maintained at the bank while 20

Employees said that they are not committed to promote the Customer Relationship

Management at NBC bank.

The reason for some of employees to say that they are not committed is due to the

fact that some were junior staffs who need more trainings and experiences to

implement the CRM. The Bank Management should engage junior staffs in training

and all issues related to CRM to enhance their awareness.

The data shows that most of the employees are well committed to implement CRM

strategies in the bank This argument is supported by Donhall, 2002, page,63-64 and
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Buttle (2009) that CRM enables all companies along the distribution channel, as well

as all departments in a company, to work together and share information about

customers.This means that every employees and departments should work together to

ensure customers are the center in any activity they are doing and hence increase

retention and royalty of the customers towards bank’s products. The goal of

collaborative CRM then is maximum sharing of relevant information acquired by all

departments with the focus on increasing the quality of services provided to

customers. The ultimate outcome of this process should be an increase in customer’s

utility and his loyalty (Edwards, 2007, online).

4.16 CriterionsUsed by NBC Bank to Promote CRM

As the part of the study, we were also interested in finding out various ways used by

the National Bank of Commerce ltd to in ensuring CRM strategies are well

implemented across value chains of the bank. The question was asked to all

employees involved in the study and their responses summarized in the table below.

Table 4.15: TheCriterions Used by the Bank to Promote CRM

Responses Frequency Percentages

Customers’ opinion surveys 8 16.0

Multisource cards 11 22.0

Call and CustomerCenters 22 44.0

CSR and Citizenship 9 18.0

Total 50 100.0

Source: Research Data (2014)

Table4.15 showsthe response of the employees over various criterions used by the

bank to promote Customers Relationship Management.

As shown in the table above, 16percent of the employees suggested that the bank use

the customer’s opinion survey in promoting Customers Relationship Management,

22percentof the employees said that the bank uses Multisource cards in promoting

Customers Relationship Management while 44percentof the respondents said that the

bank use the call and customers centers to promote CRM and the remaining  18
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percent of the respondents said that the bank is using corporate social responsibility

(CSR) and citizenship in promoting CRM in the bank.

The diversity of responses from respondents is due to the fact that every department

in branch and head office has its own activities set to promote CRM in the

bank.Theargument is supported by (Greenberg & Baron, 2000:118) that tactic

knowledge is more practical and action-orientated in nature; an employee with

extensive tacticknowledgeknows “how to get things done” in a banking institution.

An employee’s knowledge ability will depend on his/her insight into and ability to

remember banking procedures, policies, products and services which make the

employees to know different criteria used in promoting CRM at the bank.

4.17 Barriers that Hinder Implementation of CRM at the Bank

The bank employees were asked to provide (from their understanding and

experience) factors that are hindering implementation of the CRM at the bank. The

factors that once we find the solution to them the bank will be in a better position of

serving its customers and hence ensuring sustainable and smooth operation of the

bank. The employees’ opinions were summarized as per table 4.16 below.

Table 4.16: Barriers that Hinder Implementation of CRM at the Bank

Responses Frequency Percentages

Poor employment benefits 11 22.0

Poor reward programs 8 16.0

Poor working tools and technology 10 20.0

Lack of Knowledge and trainings 21 42.0

Total 50 100.0

Source:ResearchData (2014)

According to the Table 4.16 above, 22percent of the employees said that poor

employment benefits including salaries for employees is one of the factors which

hinder implementation of CRM in the bank,  16 percent suggested that poor reward

policy to employees who went extra miles is also the factors hindering development
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of CRM in the bank.  20 percent of employees said poor working environment and

facilities hinder the development of the CRM in the bank while 42 percent of the

employees suggested that lack of knowledge and regular trainings of the CRM

among the employees is the reason for underdevelopment of CRM in the bank.

4.18 Impact of not Implementing CRM in the Bank

The employees of the bank were asked to provide their views on the negative

impact that the bank might face by not implementing the CRM in the bank. The

employees provided different disadvantages which are summarized in the table 4.18

below.

Table 4.17: Impact of not Implementing CRM in the Bank

Responses Frequency Percentage

Customer will disappear 15 30.0

Losing market share 10 20.0

Poor Performance 8 16.0

Loss of competitive advantage 12 24.0

Employees turnover 5 10.0

Total 50 100.0

Source: Research Data (2014)

Table4.17above shows suggestions by employees on the negative impacts that will

face the bank when the CRM strategies are not effectively implemented in the bank.

The responses of the employees were summarized as per below table.

Out of 50 employees involved in the study, 30 percent of the employees responded

that by not implementing CRM the bank will losemost of its loyal customers,

20percent suggested that by not following or implementing CRM strategies the bank

will lose its market share in the banking industry, 16percent suggested that by not

implementing CRM strategies the bank will perform poor financially while

24percent of employees respondents said that if CRM not implemented in the bank,

the bank will lose its competitive advantage in the industryand 10percent of the
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employees said that by not implementing the CRM the bank will lose even its skilled

and well experienced employees.

This finding implies that Customer Relationship Management is a vital instrument

for success and sustainability growth of any organization as if not effectively

implemented the organization is prepared to perish.

4.19 Findings of the Study

The study had selected hundred respondents from the National Bank of Commerce

Ltd as employees and customers of the bank (50 employees and 50 customers).It has

revealed the number of issues in the current development of customer’s relationship

management in the banking industry and particularly in Tanzania. From the analysis

of collected data and interpretation of the analysis the following issues has been

revealed.

From the data it is empirically seen that the bank and country in general has being

doing a good job in fighting the gender inequality, currently more women are

participating  in social, political and economic activities same to men. This address

the great development that the bank and country is achieving in fighting gender

inequality which provide the assurance of good future ahead.

The level of education for both customers and employees are key success factor for

development of any organization. The analysis revealed that 60 percent and 68

percent of the employees and customers respectively participate in the study were

having at least Graduate degrees. This is very important particularly to employees;

the organization that has employed the skilled and well experienced staffs is in good

position of meeting its mission and objectives unlike to the organization with

unskilled staffs. The skilled staffs are in good position of understanding and

efficiently implementing the customer relationship strategies at the bank.

One of the most important areas that we were also interested to find out is the

awareness of the Customer Relationship Management to Employees and the
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customers of the bank. The awareness was assessedthrough consideration of the

working experience of employees, period of services by customers, type of products

and accounts maintained by the customers and the general awareness of both

employees and customers of the bank.

The CRM awareness in the bank is indicated by the presence of employees with

skills and knowledge, team work spirit, as well as presence of CRM rewards and

promotions programs to recognize employees who went extra miles in serving the

customers. The results showed differences in awareness among the two groups of

respondents where 82 percent of employees selected in the study have awareness and

understanding of CRM while only 30percent of the customers were aware of the

CRM. This simply shows the knowledge gap between the two group of respondents

and the bank has to strengthen its efforts of improving services to the customers so

that they can easily see the value they are having to the bank. This is a very

important attribute, particularly concern the employees.

For an organization to succeed in implementing Customer relationship Management,

Management commitment in terms of strategies and plans is very important. The

study was also interested in finding out the commitment and seriousness of the Top

Management of NBC Bank in ensuring effective implementation of the Customer

Relationship Management. This was assessed through observing the existing bank

rewards and motivation policies, customers satisfaction on the services provided by

bank and whether the services meet their expectations and demands, turnaround time

(TAT) for services provided by the bank. From the data collected and analyzed it

have been noted that the bank is in a better position for implementation of CRM with

existing policies which support good customer services.The bank has established

contact centers, customers experience centers where all customers complaint are

channeled, and also rewarding and promoting employees who went extra miles in

serving the customers. The bank is also recognizing the employees in its major

forums like HESHIMA AWARDS, and LEADERSHIP FORUMS where customer

services issues are discussed twice a year.
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On the other hand the level of satisfaction of customers from the bank products and

services is good as indicated by the data analyzed.However despite the above

success, the bank is still required to improve and seriously work on its policies to

ensure effective implementation of the CRM. Review of existing policies and reward

and recognition programs will assist in motivating the employees to go extra miles in

serving the customers.

The bank performance in the banking industry is normally a good indicator of how

well CRM is implemented within the particular bank. The bank that effectively

implements CRM in its long term and short term plans, strategies and policies is

likely to have better performance in relation to other competing banks. During the

study, bank employees were asked to rate their bank in terms of performance in the

industry in relation to implementation of CRM strategies. The analysis revealed that

over 70 percent of the employees believe that their organization is doing better in the

banking sector comparing to its competitors. Generally the performance of an

organization is the function of many factors including the amount of capital invested,

availability of skilled and experienced staffs, level of technology employed and

others, however it is still true that the customer relationship management plays

important role in enhancing the performance of the bank by maximize the customer

base through retaining and cross selling the products to existing customers. The

approach will in turn maximize the amount of revenue that the bank can have per

single customer and hence maximization of shareholders’ interests.

During the study, the customer- respondents were asked to provide their views in the

overall services provided by the bank. The responses were different but 40 percent

said it is excellent, 44 percent rated the bank services to be at moderate/average

while 16 percent said the services are very poor. From the data it is seen that most of

the customers are happy with the services they are receiving. However the negative

opinion provided by 16 percent of the customersshould not be left as they are.

The world is changing too fast and the entities that are working in the banking and

service industry are more likely to be affected by these changes. The bank should
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equip itself with modern technologies by acquiring good, fast and reliable systems

that will reduce the turnaround time of the services provided by the bank and at the

same time easing the banking processes. The bank should stretch itself to ensure that

it provide the world class services to its customers similarly or more than what are

provided by the developed countries.

The general idea behind the question was to find out various techniques used by the

bank in assessing whether the bank is offering good services and products to its

customers. The study revealed that the bank uses various techniques is measuring

how well the services have been provided and this includes the multisource cards,

customer surveys conducted frequently to find customer opinion over the services of

the bank, call and customer center where customers’ complaints are lodged and

resolved. This implies that the bank has employed several ways that can track and

measure how good are the services provided by its staffs on daily basis.

However having information of how customers are satisfied by the products and

services is not necessarily a solution to the problem. The bank should now use such

information to transform the mindset of its employees to become the customer

centric.

The bank should resolve all issues raised by customers which lower their loyalty and

in turn more customers will be retained and hence more sales and revenues to the

bank.

During the study, we were also interested to find out the number of factors that were

affecting the implementation of CRM in the NBC bank. The questions during the

data collection were asked to employees of the bank and they responded collectively

that Poor Employees motivation, Poor reward systems, Poor working environment

and facilities as well as lack of frequently training are the main factors that affect

CRM implementation in the bank.
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It is our opinion that it is the time now for the bank to revise its policies and

strategies to ensure that they are in line with CRM strategies. Promotions and

rewards should be solely conducted with aims of increasing employee’s morale in

serving customers.

Also the bank should improve the working environment in terms of facilities like

modern computers, printers, scanners, office furniture to ensure that they are in line

with current standards. The records show that by the year 2008, NBC bank was

recognized as the leading bank in terms of technology in relation to other banks in

the banking sector. The current level of technology and position of the bank in the

bank industry in terms of technology is not good, the bank should invest more funds

in buying modern systems that will reduce customers complaints of frequently

system offline and also turnaround times (TAT).

The study also revealed the importance of frequent trainings, workshops and

seminars that will enhance the employees’ skills and understanding of customer

needs. Every employee of the bank in one way or another is representing the bank to

existing and potential customers, hence the employees should be well trained in

offering good customer services and they should live the bank values.

The study explored the effects that the bank may face by not implementing CRM

strategies effectively. The respondents suggested that the bank may lose its market

share, customers will disappear and join other banks, the bank performance will

sharply decline, and loss of competitive advantage in relation to other competing

banks in the industry as well as the bank may lose its skilled and energetic staffs to

other competing banks in the industry.

Existence of any bank or servicing firm is solely depending on the customer base.

It’s the customers who brings money and create wealth of the company by buying

the company’s products and service. Therefore customers are the center of any

activity of the bank. The customers’ focus should be placed in every activity and

strategy of the bank.
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In the current world with full of competition, it is very difficult to acquire new

customers. Organizations are incurring a lot of expenses in terms of media

advertisement to attract new customers to buy their product and services, however

new customers are also more risks than the existing one hence it is more profitable

and cheaper to retain existing customers than acquiring new ones from other

institutions.
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CHAPTER FIVE

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND POLICY IMPLICATION

5.0 Introduction

5.1 Summary of the Study

This dissertation is the partial fulfilment for the award of Masters of Science degree

in Accounting and Finance at Mzumbe University Tanzania. The study is assessing

the contribution of Customer Relationship Management in performance of the banks

in Tanzania and NBC Bank Ltd taken as the case study.

Customers are the critical factors in each business. In all companies, the loyal and the

fixed customers are expecting more level of service qualifications, suitable

transaction, and customized products. So it means that the companies should be

informed of each customer to increase the loyalty and effectiveness.The concept of

CRM was popularized in 1993 when Tom Siebel, the Founder of Siebel Systems

Inc., launched a software application that could assist companies to automate their

marketing activities (Buttle, 2004). Today, despite its growing recognition amongst

practitioners and academics, the meaning of CRM still remains contested (Boulding,

Staelin, Ehret, & Johnston, 2005; PayneandFrow, 2006). The available literature on

CRM presents numerous definitions of what CRM is, thereby leading (Winer, 2001,

p. 91) to comment that “CRM means different things to different people”.

Viewed from the standpoint of information technology (IT) specialists and software

vendors, CRM refers to collecting marketing data and leveraging communication

technologies to maximize customer’s lifetime value to an organization (Boulding et

al., 2005; Kumar &Reinartz, 2006; Reinartz et al., 2004). Payne and Frow (2006)

affirm that CRM has its roots in relationship marketing, which supports a multi-

stakeholder management approach. In a more recent view of CRM, Frow and Payne

(2009, pg. 10) define CRM as “the strategic management of relationships with

customers, involving appropriate use of technology”.
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Greenberg (2010) defines CRM as a set of philosophies, strategies, systems and

technologies that would effectively and efficiently manage the transactions of

customers with companies and the subsequent relationships with those customers.

From these definitions, it appears that IT is just an enabler for companies in their

quest to build and sustain profitable relationships with customers. In addition, CRM

is portrayed as a business philosophy that is engrained in a company’s culture or way

of doing business. As a result, its CRM strategy development and implementation

approach must be aligned with the overall business strategy.

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) solution provides strategy and

implementation support needed to deliver the right products or services together with

necessary service levels to meet expectation of most profitable customers. It links

existing corporate capabilities and fills in the missing elements to move an

organization from a line of business dominated state to a truly customer centered

environment. The study has added knowledge to the existing body of knowledge as

well as being the helping tool for the banks and bankers to direct their efforts in

customer relationship management in order to gain the biggest market share and

competitive advantages.

Although these concepts focus on the customer, there is an increased usage of the

customer experience concept by both academicians and practitioners. The literature

does not provide a clear comparison between the concept of customer experience

management and that of customer relationship management.

The conceptual framework was constructed on the basis of the three types of

variables from the research title which are Independent Variable, Dependent Variable

and Intervening variables as summarized in the following diagram.
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Independent Variable                 Intervening variables                Dependent variables

The variables have been well discusses in the second chapter of the research report

where its relationship and influences among themselves has been well elaborated.

The third chapter of the report consist of methodologies used in the study, the study

was conducted at the National bank of Commerce Limited at its four strategic areas

known as Kichwele, Corporate Branch, Victoria Branch as well as Head Office. The

typical study on the Contribution of CRM in the performance of the banks in

Tanzania falls under the field of marketing. The targeted population was the NBC

Bank Employees and customers and the sample was obtained from 50 employees and

50 customers of the four strategic business units. Data collection techniques used in

the study includes the use of open and closed questionnaires, direct interview with

the respondents, Direct observation of the bank operations while the secondary data

were collected via perusal of literatures, journals, new papers, Bank Reports and

manuals related to bank performance and customer relationship management. The

access to bank records is typically difficult as many information are treated as

confidential, however due to existing good relationship and the significant

importance of the study the bank provided good assistant in acquisition of such

information.
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The fourth chapter of the report contain the data analysis and interpretation of the

findings. As defined by Kothari, 2000, the data analysis means the computation of

certain measures along with searching patterns of the relationship among the group

of data.

The data analysis was conducted in accordance to the responses received from the

respondents which typically were the answers to three research questions as shown

below:

(i.) To examine the awareness of Customer Relationship Management in both

bank employees and Customers.

(ii.) To find out the level of Management Commitment as well as strategies and

channels employed by the bank in implementing the Customer Relationship

Management in the Bank;

(iii.) To examine significant factors affecting the implementation of Customer

Relationship Management in the Bank.

Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) was used in doing analysis of the data

collected from the employees and customers who responded to the questionnaires.

SPSS has been in development for number of years and it was originally developed

as programming language for conducting statistical analysis. Currently it has grown

into complex and powerful application which uses both graphical and syntactical

interface and provide dozen of functions for managing, analyzing and presentation of

data.

The data analysis was not alone in the chapter but followed with presentation of the

findings of study. Analysis of data is one thing but it is presentation or interpretation

of the analysis that gives the meaning to what has been studied and implication of the

analyzed data.

5.2 Findings of the Study

The study of hundred respondents from the National Bank of Commerce

Ltdhasrevealed the number of issues in the current development of customer’s
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relationship management in the banking industry and particularly in Tanzania. From

the analysis of collected data and interpretation of the analysis the following issues

has been revealed.

The study has revealed the great success in fighting gender inequality in the country.

It shows that Tanzanian women are currently involved and participating in social,

political and economic activities same to men. This address the great development

that the bank and country is achieving in fighting gender inequality which provide

the assurance of good future ahead.

The level of education for both customers and employees are key success factor for

development of any organization. The analysis revealed that 60 percent and 68

percent of the employees and customers participate in the study were having at least

Graduate degrees. This is very importantparticularly to employees, the organization

that has employed the skilled and well experienced staffs is in good position of

meeting its mission and objectives unlike to the organization with unskilled staffs.

The skilled staffs are in good position of understanding and efficiently implementing

the customer relationship strategies at the bank.

One of the most important area that we were interested to find out is the awareness of

the Customer Relationship Management by both Employees and the customers. The

CRM awareness was tested in consideration of the working experience of employees,

period of services by customers, type of products and accounts maintained by the

customers and the general awareness of both employees and customers of the bank.

The CRM awareness in the bank is indicated by the highest level of employees’

skills and knowledge, team work spirit, existing strategic plan and even CRM reward

management and promotions to those who went extra miles in serving the customers.

The results showed differences in awareness among the two groups of respondents

where 82 percent of employees involved in the study have good awareness and

understanding of CRM while only 30 percent of the customers were having good

awareness and understanding of the CRM. This simply shows the knowledge gap
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between the two group of respondents and the bank has to strengthen its efforts of

improving services to the customers so that they can easily see the value they are

having to the bank.

For an organization to succeed in implementing Customer relationship Management,

Management commitment in terms of strategies and plans is very important. The

study was also interested in finding out the commitment and seriousness of the Top

Management of NBC Bank in ensuring effective implementation of the Customer

Relationship Management. This was assessed through observing the existing bank

rewards and motivation policies, customers satisfaction on the services provided by

bank and whether the services meet their expectations and demands, turnaround time

(TAT) for services provided by the bank. From the data collected and analyzed it

have been noted that the bank is in good position in implementation of CRM with

existing rewards and policies that are supporting good customer services including

establishment of contact centers, customers experience centers where all customers

complaint are channeled, and also rewarding and promoting employees who went

extra miles in serving the customers. The bank is also recognize the employees in its

major forums like HESHIMA AWARDS, and LEADERSHIP FORUMS where

customer services issues are discussed twice a year. On the other hand the level of

satisfaction of customers from the bank products and services is good as indicated by

the data analyzed.

However despite the above success, the bank is still required to improve and

seriously work on its policies to ensure effective implementation of the CRM.

Review of existing policies and reward and recognition programs will assist in

motivating the employees to go extra miles in serving the customers.

The banking performance in the banking industry is good indicator of how well

CRM is implemented within the particular bank. The organizations that effectively

implement CRM in its strategies and policies is likely to have better performance in

relation to other competing banks. During the study, bank employees were asked to

rate their bank in terms of performance in the industry in relation to implementation
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of CRM strategies. The analysis revealed that over 70 percent of the employees

believe that their organization is doing better in the banking sector comparing to its

competitors.

It is true that the performance of an organization is the function of many factors

including the amount of capital invested, availability of skilled and experienced

staffs, level of technology employed and others, it is still true that the customer

relationship management plays important role in enhancing the performance of the

bank by maximize the customer base through retaining and cross selling the products

to existing customers. The approach will in turn maximize the amount of revenue

that the bank can have per single customer and hence maximization of shareholders’

interests.

During the study, the customer- respondents were asked to provide their views in the

overall services provided by the bank. The responses were different but 40 percent

said it is excellent, 44 percent rated the bank serviced to be at moderate/average

while 16 percent said the services are very poor. From the findings it is seen that

most of the customers are happy with the services they are receiving. However the

negative opinion provided by 16 percent of the other respondent should not be left as

they are. The world is changing too fast and the entities that are working in the

banking and service industry are more likely to be affected by these changes. The

bank should equip itself with modern technologies by acquiring good, fast and

reliable systems that will reduce the turnaround time of the services provided by the

bank and at the same time easing the banking processes.

The bank should stretch itself to ensure that it provides the world class services to its

customers similarly or more than what are provided by the developed countries.The

study revealed that the bank uses various techniques is measuring how well the

services have been provided and this includes the multisource cards, customer

surveys conducted frequently to find customer opinion over the services of the bank,

call and customer center where customers’ complaints are lodged and resolved. This

implies that the bank has employed several ways that can track and measure how
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good are the services provided by its staffs on daily basis. However having

information of how customers are satisfied by the products and services is not

necessarily a solution to the problem. The bank should now use such information in

ensuring it transform the mindset of its employees to become the customer centric

where they should think of their customers in everything they do. The bank should

resolve all issues raise by customers which lower their loyalty and in turn more

customers will be retained and hence more sales and revenues to the bank.

During the study, we were also interested to find out the number of factors that were

affecting the implementation of CRM in the NBC bank. The questions were asked to

employees of the bank and they responded collectively that Poor Employees

motivation, Poor reward systems, Poor working environment and facilities as well as

lack of frequently training are the main factors that affect CRM implementation in

the bank. It is our opinion that it is the time now for the bank to revise its policies

and strategies to ensure that they are in line with CRM strategies. Promotions and

rewards should be solely conducted with aims of increasing employee’s morale in

serving customers.

Also the bank should improve the working environment in terms of facilities like

modern computers, printers, scanners, office furniture to ensure that they are in line

with current standards.

The records show that by the year 2008, NBC bank was recognized as the leading

bank in terms of technology in relation to other banks in the banking sector. The

current level of technology and position of the bank in the bank industry in terms of

technology is not good, the bank should invest more funds in buying modern systems

that will reduce customers complaints of frequently system offline and also

turnaround times (TAT).

The study also revealed the importance of frequent trainings, workshops and

seminars that will enhancing the employees’ skills and understanding of customer

needs. Every employee of the bank in one way or another is representing the bank to
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existing and potential customers, hence the employees should be well trained in

offering good customer services and they should live the bank values.

Effects of not Implementing CRM in the Bank

The study explored the effects that the bank may face by not implementing CRM

strategies effectively. The respondents suggested that the bank may lose its market

share, customers will disappear and join other banks, the bank performance will

sharply decline, and loss of competitive advantage in relation to other competing

banks in the industry as well as the bank may lose its skilled and energetic staffs to

other competing banks in the industry.

Existence of any bank or servicing firm is solely depending on the customer base.

It’s the customer who brings money and creates wealth of the company by buying

the company’s products and service. Therefore customers are the center of any

activity of the bank. The customers’ focus should be placed in every activity and

strategy of the bank. In the current world with full of competition, it is very difficult

to acquire new customers. Organizations are incurring a lot of expenses in terms of

media advertisement to attract new customers to buy their product and services,

however new customers are also more risks than the existing one hence it is more

profitable and cheaper to retain existing customers than acquiring new ones from

other institutions.

5.3 Conclusion

Banks have recently realized that CRM is the magic bullet that helps financial

institutions to build stronger and more profitable relationships. As such CRM can

enable banks to enjoy competitive advantage by delivering high values to the right

customer. But on the other side of the coin, lies a bitter truth is that for CRM to bring

competitive advantage, it should be a whole company orientation focusing on

delivering value to customers.
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From the study, we have seen that National Bank of Commerce Ltd has employed

some efforts in terms of trainings and creating awareness, motivation of employees,

institutionalize customers experienced centers and others towards theimplementation

of the Customer Relationship Management.

However in generally it can be said that the NBC bank is yet to develop an

integrative approach which focuses on the customer needs and to deliver to it. As

shown by the study, the bank is far from developing a customer centric approach

both for the customer as well as for the employees.

Thus for customer relationship management to deliver to its expectations, it should

play an integrative role within the bank and ensure that all processes are integrated in

the bank global strategy, which is far from reality in the study above.

The general trend is that, bank says that they are managing customers and delivering

to their expectations and in reality, very few banks which have a well-defined CRM

approach planned and set as per expectations.Basing on the abovethe following

issues are the key areas that we are recommending for the Management to work on

them to ensure effective implementation of the CRM in the bank.

(i.) The Employees of NBC bank should be motivated and management should

establish the Employees Special Reward Programme for those employees

who went extra miles in delivering exceptional services to the affluent

customers. The rewards should not necessarily be in terms of money, even

recognition of best employees is important.

(ii.) NBC Management should improve and frequently reviews its policies and

strategies to ensure all employees are involved in the implementation of the

CRM in ensuring that customers are always in the center of any activity of

the organization.
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(iii.) The NBC Management should invest in new technology for automation of

various processes and procedures with the aims of reducing the turnaround

times for services provided by the bank. It should also ensure that right

person with required skills are employed to deliver quality services and

advises to the customers.

(iv.) Moreover the bank should consider the problem of staff compliments by

ensuring required number of staffs is met throughout the branches and head

office to meet the required service level agreement (SLA). Frequent trainings

and workshop are required to increase the quality of services.

5.4 Policy Implication

The findings of this study posed a problem of the stated topic and hence benefit

policy makers who after identifying the problem could come forward to prevent it by

reformulating their policies and strategies which would guide the organization

concerning the Contribution ofCustomer Relationship Management in the

performance of Banks in Tanzania.

Implications to Banks and Financial Institutions

The banking sector especially those policy makers in and out of bank should make

sure that they design good organization policy so to help the banks gain their

competitive advantages as well as maximize their shareholders returns over

investments made.

Also the Tanzania Banks should highly invest or make use of various scientific and

marketing researches for the sustainable developments instead of relying on their

traditional way of operating the banks. Like any other sector, banking industry has

been going through a lot of changes in terms of technologies, operations, leadership

as well as products and services and hence the Tanzania Banks cannot be operated as

if they are in their own world or isolated areas.
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Government and Social Implications

The government is the key part in managing the financial sector of the country

through the Central Bank (BOT). Thus the study would motivate and pressurize the

government as the controller to prepare good policies that will encourage the

development of financial sector in the country. This study also could bring big

changes to those sectors under supervision of government in designing good policies

of CRM so as to gain benefit and attract customers from different parts.

On the other hand the study makes a unique contribution in the field of social

innovation because it stresses that Africa is unique and organizations that are to be

successful need to consider creative, innovative ways to engage with their customers.

By doing so, these companies need to employ new ways to engage customers. The

banks should be able to empower disadvantaged communities by creating jobs whilst

involving these communities in the profit making scheme that they created.  For

example, as part of their CRM programmes, these companies found creative ways to

penetrate the informal market by bringing them solutions that meet their needs and

their budget whilst engaging them in the co-creation process of future customer

solutions.

Naturally, this process encouraged organization to be cognizant of the environment

in which they operate when developing new products or servicing their customers. It

reinforced the necessity for organizations to perpetually comprehend the dynamics of

the markets they target and to position themselves as good corporate citizens that

only embark upon sustainable activities that positively impact on the lives of their

communities. It has heightened the importance of corporate social investments in

building strengthening relationships with customers.
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STRUCTURE OF NBC LTD

Table18. Shows the Structure of the National Bank of Commerce Limited

MANAGING DIRECTOR

Head of Corporate

Banking

Head of Retail Banking

Head of Business

Technology

Head of

Operations

Head of Compliance

Head of Risk

Management
Head of Whole

sale Credit

Head of

Treasury

Chief Operating

Officer

Head of

Human

Resources

Head of Finance

Head of Retail

Credit

Head of Legal & Company Secretary
Head of Internal Audit
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GROUP STRUCTURE:

Barclays Bank Plc

ABSA Group Ltd

ABSA Financial Services ABSA Bank Ltd Whole Owned ABSA Subsidiaries Other Minority Interests

National Bank of Commerce Ltd 55%

Tanzanian

Government 30%

International

Finance

Corporation 15%
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News and events:

NBC Hosts second Iftar in Zanzibar for its Islamic Banking Customers.

The National Bank of Commerce (NBC) recently hosted its second Iftar gathering

for its Islamic Banking customers in Zanzibar. The gathering aims at bringing

together bank officials and customers for breaking fast during the Holy month of

Ramadhan.

The event which was held at Zanzibar Beach Resort slightly outside stone town, was

attended by Zanzibar’s President, His Excellency, Dr. Ali Mohammed Shein and

various, high ranking government officials and religious leaders.Commenting on

NBC’s ongoing Hajj promotion, the Managing Director also said, “We strongly

believe that the relevance of our organization can be determined by how far we are

willing to go in order to help people achieve their ambitions- in the right way. It is

because of this strong belief which resulted in NBC through our Islamic Banking

section, to launch an annual Hajj campaign last year, which aims at helping Islamic

Banking customers fulfill that important pillar in Islam which is to perform Hajj.

This campaign is ongoing for the second year running.

NBC started offering Islamic Banking services in May 2010. Currently the services

offered are Islamic Savings, Islamic Current, Islamic Business and Islamic Corporate

accounts. These products are interest free, in compliance with Sharia laws, and are

open to any customers who are interested regardless of their faith. The bank is

focused on expanding the products offered under this proposition in the near future,

to reach out to and benefit many more customers who seek to use these products.

The Iftar which was held in Zanzibar was represented by a strong delegation from

NBC Head Office, including the Managing Director Herself Ms.MizingaMelu,

NBC’s Board Chairman Dr.Mussa Assad, NBC’s Board Member, Dr. Hussein

Kassim, NBC’s Head of Retail Banking MmolokiLegodu, and the bank’s Acting

Head of Islamic Banking YassirMasoud. The Iftar gathering was graced by the

bank’s customers in the isles, Government representatives, religious leaders and the

bank’s Zanzibar branch staff.

Source: www.nbctz.co.tz.
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NBC Gives Away a Brand New 2013 Suzuki Swift Dzire at the Final Draw of the

WekaUpewe Promotion:

Earlier this month NBC held its “WekaUpewe” promotion grand draw. This 3rd and

final draw was the conclusion to the promotion launched in October, which saw 12

NBC customers winning different prizes from power generators to Motor Bikes,

popularly known as Bodabodas. Speaking at the draw which was held at NBC Head

offices in Dar es Salaam, the Head of Retail Banking Musa Jallowsaid that NBC is

happy to change the lives of their customers who participated in the promotion

launched in October 2013 and helped them to achieve their ambitions and have better

lives.“This is a key milestone for our bank, as we have managed to fulfill our

organization’s purpose which is to help people achieve their ambitions – in the right

way”. He said “We live in tough economic times, where people have more financial

commitments than what their income can accommodate, therefore by offering this

scheme we aim to ease the growing financial burden for our customers by granting

them an opportunity to do much more with their finances.”

NBC believes in empowering people hence the launch of the promotion as a way of

thanking customers who have supported the bank. “We are pleased with the support

our customers have shown us so far. This promotion was for customers who apart

from winning prizes benefitted from the reduced interest rates as well.”

The winner of the Grand draw will receive with a brand new 2013 Suzuki Swift

worth TZS 28m/- which will change his/her life completely. The car was selected to

meet the economic condition of the country so that we do not add a burden to our

winner. Other lucky winners from other regions in Tanzania have already received

the prizes won in the promotion which was launched NBC’s Customer Service

Month.

NBC Launches 2nd Round of Hajj Promotion for NBC Islamic Banking

Customers

The National Bank of Commerce (NBC) has launched a two and half month

campaign for their Islamic Banking customers, in order to identify winners who will
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win two fully paid packages for two people to perform Hajj in October 2013. This

will be the second time that NBC is running the promotion since it made its debut

last year. Speaking during the promotion launch at NBC Head Office, NBC’s Head

of Islamic Banking, YassirMasoud said “We are very excited to be launching the

second round of this campaign. The Hajj promotion was launched for the first time in

Tanzania last year and the results have been excellent. We managed to send two of

our Islamic Banking customers and their selected partners to Hajj and received very

positive feedback from them”. Mr. Masoud added “. We are the first bank in the

country to launch such a promotion and this year we are looking to send more NBC

customers to Hajj. We therefore encourage all our existing and new customers to

actively take part in the competition.”

Commenting on behalf of the Managing Director, NBC’s Head of Treasury Pius

Tibazarwa said, “We highly value our customers and the relationship we have with

them and this promotion is another way of expressing our appreciation to our Islamic

Banking customers for supporting us” he added “this is the second time that our bank

is running such a promotion and in the future we are expecting to send even more

customers for this spiritual journey.”

NBC started offering Islamic Banking services in May 2010. Currently the services

offered are Islamic Savings, Islamic Current, Islamic Business and Islamic Corporate

accounts. These products are interest free, in compliance with sharia laws, and are

open to any customers who are interested regardless of their faith. The 2013 NBC

Hajj Promotion will culminate in a grand draw to select the winners, on September

13th 2012. The winners will win a fully paid package for two to perform Hajj.

Inclusive in the package are flight tickets, accommodation and spending money

during their time in Mecca.

NBC Launches NBC Direct for Customers:

NBC launched a new proposition this week for customers, known as NBC Direct.

The Proposition which was launched at New Africa Hotel is a collection of various

products packaged together and offered as a bundle at a favorable fee. NBC Direct is
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offered in three different packages, Gold, Silver and Bronze with the lowest package

being charged a monthly fee of less than TZS 5000 per month. Speaking during the

launch, NBC Head Managing Director, MizingaMelu said, “Last year we embarked

on a journey to change the way we offer our banking services to customers. Moving

away from the one size fits all way of offering services, NBC now offers more

tailored and personalized service, which creates more convenience for our

customers.” She added, “NBC Direct is a revolutionary proposition which packages

several products and offers them as a bundle at a very affordable fee”. Mrs.Melu

added that NBC Direct is the one-stop shop solution for our customers. You do not

have to pay multiple fees and sign multiple documents for multiple products, with

NBC Direct you sign one document and pay one fee for all products included in the

selected package.

NBC Direct, which is offered in three different packages, includes Zero minimum

opening balance on all accounts with the lowest package, a free initial debit card as

well as free funeral insurance cover. Other packages include Free ATM Transactions

on all NBC ATMs, Free Internet Banking and Mobile Banking, Free Standing Order

to NBC Accounts, Free Balance Inquiry & Mini-Statements as well as Accident

Insurance Cover.

NBC Direct is available at all NBC Branches across the country, and is available to

any salaried employee wishing to apply for it.

NBC Welcomes New Boss:

27 May 2013:The National Bank of Commerce (NBC) management formally

welcomed their New Managing Director, Ms.MizingaMelu. Ms.Melu, was formerly

with Standard Chartered Zambia, where she served 6 years as the Managing Director

of the bank. Mizinga is a seasoned banker, with a vast industry experience, having

previously served in several other senior roles at Standard Chartered. The roles

include Global Head of Development Organizations in the United Kingdom where

she was responsible for strategy development and implementation as well as Africa
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Regional Head of Financial Institutions in Kenya and South Africa where she led

formulation of Standard Chartered’s FI business strategy in Africa.

Notice to Our Customers - Updating of Account Information

11 Mar 2013: Following instructions from Bank of Tanzania (BOT), National Bank

of Commerce (NBC) would like to remind all their customers who have not updated

their account details to do so before 14/03/2013 to avoid deactivation of their

accounts.

NBC Hands over Secondary School Library Building in Lindi:

13 Dec 2012: The National Bank of Commerce (NBC) has this weekend handed over

a library building to Angaza Secondary Schools administration in Lindi Region as

part of the banks Corporate Social Investment (CSI) initiatives. Speaking during a

brief ceremony held at the schools compound, NBCs Managing Director Mr.

Lawrence Mafuru said that education is one of the banks priority areas in its social

responsibility agenda. Six library buildings with a total cost of TZS 70 Million have

already been renovated at different secondary schools in Tanzania and will soon be

handed over to the respective schools administrations.

NBC Launches Leadership in action, I CARE, Campaign

20 Nov 2012: NBC yesterday launched a customer service campaign which will

stretch to the end of November and involve the entire NBC Leadership team. The

campaign known as Leadership in action, I CARE, focuses on improving service

provision to NBC customers. It is a service focus day for the NBC Leadership Team.

NBC WRAPS UP DABO MSHIKO CAMPAIGN WITH 10 FINAL WINNERS

17 Oct 2012: The National Bank of Commerce (NBC) yesterday rewarded the final

round of winners of the DaboMshiko deposit campaign which has been running

countrywide since July 18th 2012 and has seen 30 lucky winners double their

deposits. The Handover was done at the NBC Head Office, where four lucky winners

from Dar were given their prize money, while others from upcountry branches were

rewarded at their respective branches. This round saw winners emerging from

Mwanza, Tanga as well as Songea Regions.
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NBC Managing Director, Lawrence Mafuru reinstated after probe:

19th July 2012, the Board of Directors of the National Bank of Commerce

announced that Mr Lawrence Mafuru, the Managing Director of National Bank of

Commerce had been requested and accepted to go on leave in order to allow

investigations into irregularities allegedly perpetrated at the Bank. The allegations

which originated from a whistleblower report raised issues around irregular

governance practices, fraud and corruption against the NBC Executive Management

team. Driven by the values of the Bank and need to maintain high standards of good

corporate governance the Board of Directors of National Bank of Commerce initiated

thorough investigations into all the issues raised by the whistleblower with a view of

establishing the validity of the allegations for appropriate actions to be taken.

NBC KICKS OFF THE DABO MSHIKO, DEPOSIT AND WIN CAMPAIGN

17 Jul 2012: The National Bank of Commerce (NBC) today has launched a two and

half month campaign aimed at encouraging banking customers to build a saving

culture by depositing money into their accounts and offering them an opportunity to

double their money. The Deposit and Win campaign is known as DaboMshiko. The

campaign was launched at the NBC Corporate branch being part of the banks

celebrations to mark 45 years of banking excellence, where several lucky customers

will be rewarded with double the amount deposited in their accounts.

HAJJ CAMPAIGN TERMS & CONDITIONS:

05 Jul 2012: All people entering this promotional competition (the entrants) agree

that the competition rules as set out in these terms and conditions are binding on

them. 2 The organizer of this promotional competition is NBC. (For purposes of this

promotional competition (NBC) means National Bank of Commerce Limited

[registration number 32700], all subsidiaries and associates of NBC Limited and the

ultimate holding company of the NBC Limited, its subsidiaries and associates.) 3

The entrant acknowledges that he/she has been given enough time to read these terms

and conditions. The entrant is aware of all the terms printed in bold.
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NBC LAUNCHES HAJJ CAMPAIGN FOR NBC ISLAMIC BANKING

CUSTOMERS:04 Jul 2012:

The National Bank of Commerce (NBC) today has launched a two and half month

campaign for their Islamic Banking customers, in order to identify winners who will

win two fully paid packages for two people to perform Hajj in October 2012. The

campaign was launched at the NBC Head Office as part of the banks 45 years

banking service celebration, where customers will be rewarded with various gifts and

prizes in celebration of the occasion.

NBC SPONSORS USD70,000 IN SUPPORT OF TOP 100 MID-SIZED

COMPANIES SURVEY 2012.

20 Jun 2012: The National Bank of Commerce (NBC) has today handed over a

cheque worth USD 70,000 to KPMG and Mwananchi Communications. Ltd (MCL)

being the bank’s contribution to supporting the Top 100 Mid-sized companies survey

which is being conducted by the firms. The Survey, which is an annual event, was

first launched in early 2011 and usually culminates in a gala Night where the Top

100 mid-sized companies in the country are awarded.

NBC SPONSORS TZS 21.4 MILLION IN SUPPORT OF WOMEN GOLFING

ACTIVITIES22 Feb 2012: The National Bank of Commerce (NBC) today handed

over a cheque worth TZS 21.4m/- to the Tanzania Ladies Golf Union (TLGU) in

support of the lady captain golf tournament taking place on Sunday 26th February

2012. The annual tournament aims to identify the most qualified lady golfer who will

steer the team to the victory, as the team captain for the rest of the year.

NOTICE TO OUR CUSTOMERS - UPDATING OF CUSTOMERS

PARTICULARS21 Feb 2012: Following the enactment, by the Government, of the

Anti-Money Laundering Act, 2006 and regulations made thereunder, and issuance of

a public notice by the Bank of Tanzania in September 2011, it is a statutory

obligation for the banks to obtain and maintain records and detailed particulars of

their customers.
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NBC ACQUIRES 10.87% STAKE IN TANZANIA MORTGAGE REFINANCE

CO. LTD14 Feb 2012: The National Bank of Commerce (NBC) has today handed

over a cheque worth TZS 1 billion to the Tanzania Mortgage Refinance Co. Ltd

(TMRC) being acquisition of a 10.87% stake in TMRC. TMRC is a financial

institution owned by the banks with the sole purpose of supporting banks to do

mortgage lending by refinancing banks mortgage portfolios.

NBC DONATES NEW MOBILE CLINIC:

28 Sep 2011: At least 225,212 people, mostly women and children in the outskirts of

Dar es Salaam, have received medical care through mobile clinics, deployed by the

National Bank of Commerce (NBC) since 2002. The Bank's Managing Director,

Lawrence Mafuru said in Dar es Salaam yesterday that the clinics were also useful

during the Medical Association of Tanzania Health Camp in the Lake Zone Area; the

2003 Africa Malaria Day' the 2007 Mass Drug Administration against Filarlasis

(Matende) and also during the Gongo la Mboto bomb blasts when the Clinics were

on site providing medical care.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1: Questionnaireto Customers

Dear Respondent,

The purpose of this questionnaire is to gather information for academic research.

Information obtained will be used for academic purposes only, and will be treated

with High confidentiality.

The study is conducted as a partial fulfillment for the award of Masters of Science

Degree in Accounting and Finance at Mzumbe University.

Thanking you in advance.

Kindly assist by completing the questionnaire,

1. How long have you been a client of NBC bank? __________________ Years

2. Please indicate for which purposes you make use of the services of your

bank?

(a.) Personal (           )

(b.) Business (           )

(c.) Both (           )

3. Are you satisfied with the time spent waiting for services? (Tick all that

apply).

(a.) Yes (           )

(b.) No (           )
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4. If the answer for question Number 3 was Yes, Would you continue to be

loyal?Customer of NBC? And are you in the position to recommend others to

join NBC Limited?

(a.) Not at all (           )

(b.) No (           )

(c.) Not sure (           )

(d.) Yes (           )

(e.) To great extent (           )

5. Are aware about Customer Relationship Management at NBC

(a.) Aware (           )

(b.) Not aware (           )

(c.) Somehow (           )

6. The staff member who treated me knew what they were doing and handled

my request without delay.

(a.) Yes (           )

(b.) No (           )

If No, why?

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

7. Do you have account with other bank and how do you compare their services

with NBC Bank Ltd.

(a.) Excellent (           )

(b.) Similar (           )

(c.) Poor (           )
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8. How would you rate the overall service you received every time you visit

NBC?

(a.) Excellent (           )

(b.) Average (           )

(c.) Poor (           )

9. Doyou have any suggestions about what could be done to improve the service

to you in the future?

(a.) Yes (           )

(b.) No ( )

If the answer in ten above is yes please comment

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

Thank You for Your Cooperation
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Appendix 2: Questionnaireto Employees

Dear Respondent,

Provided below is a set of questions that requires your attention and response. The

questions are designed to meet the academic objectives. The main purpose of this

questionnaire is to get information that will assist me in my research on the role

played by Customer Relationship Management in gaining competitive advantage in

Banking Industry.

The study is also conducted as a partial fulfillment for the award of Masters of

Science degree in Accounting and Finance at Mzumbe University.

Details of respondent,

Position/designation ___________________________________________________

Department __________________________________________________________

1. For how long have you been working with NBC LTD?

(a.) 0-5 ( )

(b.) 5-10 (           )

(c.) 11-20 (           )

(d.) 21-30 (           )

(e.) 31 and above (           )

2. Are you aware of CRM?

(a.) Aware (           )

(b.) Not aware (           )

(c.) Somehow (           )

3. If you are aware of NBC customer relationship management, how do you find

it?

(a.) Good (           )

(b.) Satisfactory (           )

(c.) Biased (           )

(d.) I don’t know (           )
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4. Does your organization policy motivate CRM?

(a.) Yes (           )

(b.) No ( )

(c.) Somehow (           )

5. Howdid you rate your Organization in terms of performance in the industry?

(a.) Excellent (           )

(b.) Good (           )

(c.) Moderate (           )

(d.) Poor (           )

6. Does your bank measures client satisfaction and/or client service on a regular

basis?

(a.) Yes (           )

(b.) No (           )

7. Are you completely committed to promote CRM at your bank?

(a.) Yes (           )

(b.) No (           )

8. Mention any two (2) criterions used by your bank to promote CRM?

(a.) ________________________________________________________

(b.) ________________________________________________________

9. What would you think could be the possible barriers that hinder promotion

ofCRM in NBC Bank?

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
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10. What do you think could be the disadvantage to the bank if CRM procedures

arenot followed?

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

Thank You for Your Cooperation.


